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Dimensions

Small window behind the battery = Data output for printer

Battery: UCAR Mod. CR2032 3Volt- already inserted

2 Funktionen
1. Right Button R: press to switch on
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2. Right Button R: press and release rapidly for zeroing the Length measuring device
3. Right Button R: press and hold for a longer time to switch off
4. Left button L: press and release rapidly  change of units from mm to inch values
and vice versa
5. Left button L: press and hold, then REF 1 is ready to HOLD. Measurement is
locked by pressing and rapidly releasing the R button. To return to normal values,
HOLD has to be taken off by pressing R and exit from REF 1 by pressing L.
6. Left button L: With REF the device is ready for the PRESET. By pressing and
holding button L, PRESET appears. Then L has to be pressed and rapidly released
to select the desired box, go to button R to set the value and L has to be pressed to
exit from the selection.
7. Left button L: With REF 1, button L has to be pressed once to go to REF 2 or vice
versa for setting any two values.

3 Maintenance
a) The working surface should be kept clean and dry.
Prevent liquids from getting from outside into the frame, lest because the electronics
might be damaged. In case that liquid have entered, the frame has to be screwed,
taken apart and dried at a temperature below 60°C.
b) The body of the device has to be cleaned with a soft fabric and optionally with a
liquid soap. Do not use petroleum based lacquer thinner, industrial alcohol or
petroleum spirits. Organic solutions are also not allowed for cleaning.
c) Never apply any power pressure against any part of the scale lest it might damage
the housing.

4 Fixing Instructions
Check before to see whether the length measuring device has been damaged in any
way. If so, please contact the technical service department of our SAUTER GmbH
immediately, to look for further proceedings.
Annotation:
To have a look at the CE Declaration of Conformity, please click onto the following
link: https://www.kern-sohn.com/shop/de/DOWNLOADS/
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